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Effective-medium model for nearly constant loss in ionic conductors
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~Received 28 October 2002; accepted 27 March 2003!

A complex quantitative model for nearly constant loss~NCL! is proposed based on an
effective-medium approach. Unlike previous NCL response models, it satisfies the Kronig–Kramers
transform relations. Here the effective-medium dielectric-level model depends directly on the
concentration of mobile charge present and its complex dielectric response is identified as arising
from electrical interactions between vibrating and/or hopping ions and the bulk matrix material. The
parallel combination of the effective-medium response with dispersive hopping described by the
Kohlrausch K1 model, a version of the corrected-modulus-formalism approach, leads to behavior
that can represent dominant NCL at low temperatures well and, at higher temperatures, dispersive
response followed by NCL. Complex nonlinear-least-squares fitting of experimental data sets that
exhibit both types of response leads to excellent fits. Further, the effective-medium NCL model,
which involves physically realizable response, can represent a wide range of NCL behavior
analytically. Such behavior ranges from either approximate or exact power-law frequency
dependence for both parts of the complex dielectric constant or to such response for its real part and
very close to constant loss over a wide range of frequency for the associated imaginary part, as
sometimes observed. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1576289#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although it has been known for many years that the r
part of the ac electrical conductivity of ionic conductors o
ten shows nearly linear frequency dependence at sufficie
low temperatures and/or high frequencies, only recently
this important phenomenon attracted widespread interest
led to much discussion and analysis.1–16 Such frequency de
pendence leads to nearly constant loss~NCL! at the complex
dielectric constant level. The complex conductivity and t
complex dielectric constant~or relative dielectric permittiv-
ity! may be written ass(v)5s8(v)1 is9(v) and «(v)
5«8(v)2 i«9(v)5s(v)/ iv«V , respectively, where«V is
the permittivity of vacuum.

We next define sS8(v)[s8(v)2s0 and «S9(v)
[«9(v)2(s0 /v«V), wheres0 is the dc value ofs8(v). In
the frequency region wheresS8(v) is approximated well by
Avn, with A frequency independent andn slightly smaller
than 1,«S9(v) will then be proportional tovn21, NCL be-
havior. For n51, one obtains constant loss not physica
plausible over an appreciable frequency range,5 although this
has been a common choice~e.g., in Refs. 2–4, 8, and 11!.
One reason for this choice is that most of the prior work
by the present author has primarily dealt only withs8(v)
data, often does not employ even nonlinear-least-square
ting, and never uses complex-nonlinear-least-squa
~CNLS! fitting.

In such situations, the parametern is not accurately es
timated and its value is not usually distinguished from un
It can be well estimated, however, by using the free LEV
CNLS program.17 This program allows one to fit both th

a!Electronic mail: macd@email.unc.edu
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real and imaginary parts of the data simultaneously to a c
plex response model, and it invariably yields estimates on
slightly smaller than unity~see e.g., Refs. 5, 7, 12, and 16!.
For many thermally activated situations where NCL dom
nates, the terms involvings0 in the above equations ar
negligible compared toAvn response, both because the te
perature dependence ofA is found to be far less than that o
s0 and because in the high-frequency regionAvn increases
faster with increasing frequency than do the ordinary ion
hopping dispersion effects present in the total response.

Most of the models used in discussing conductiv
system data that exhibit some NCL behavior have includ
in expressions fors8(v) not only a part that represents th
dispersive behavior associated with mobile charges but al
separate part, such asAvn, to represent NCL. The log–log
slope ~called slope hereafter! of s8(v) will then increase
towardsn as the frequency increases and theAvn term be-
gins to dominate. We shall be concerned herein with m
sophisticated versions of such composite-model approac
ones with the NCL part associated with bulk dielectric e
fects as well as with ionic vibration and hopping. The ge
erality of such composite models seems necessary to
equately represent both direct ionic-motion effects a
indirect ones.

It is worth mentioning, however, that some models, su
as the random barrier models of Dyre,6,18 although involving
hopping behavior alone, lead to as8(v) slope that continu-
ously increases toward unity as the frequency increa
Such unitary models do not generally lead to physically
alistic low-frequency-limiting slopes of«S8(v) and «S9(v),
and they do not include the sort of dipolar–ion vibratio
interactions considered herein. Further, it does not seem
they can yield the NCL behavior often observed at su
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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ciently low temperatures where the temperature depend
of s8(v) is much smaller than that of the ion-hopping the
mally activated behavior observed at appreciably hig
temperatures.1–3,7

In Sec. II, important composite models are defined a
discussed, especially an effective-medium~EM! one for
NCL. Then in Sec. III, accurate fits of experimental data
used to illustrate the extrapolated behavior of the EM par
the response model both for limited-range data that sh
only a small amount of NCL at high frequencies and
low-temperature data entirely dominated by NCL. Oth
NCL response models are discussed in Sec. IV, and Sec.
a brief summary of conclusions.

II. MODELING OF DISPERSIVE DATA

A. Background and earlier fitting elements
and models

The present story begins with the development in 19
of the important original modulus formalism~OMF! for de-
scribing thermally activated dispersive frequency respons
conductive systems.19 Although this model has been an
continues to be widely used, it does not treat the hi
frequency-limiting dielectric constant of the material,«` ,
properly, and thus it turns out to be both theoretically a
experimentally inconsistent and inappropriate.20–26 We de-
note the bulk dielectric constant as«D` ; it is found to be
frequency independent over the range of usual experime
data when ionic conduction is negligible. As shown in Ref.
however, the total bulk dielectric constant seems to invo
an additional small frequency-dependent term that increa
with the concentration of mobile charge. The present wor
primarily concerned with analysis of such behavior since
appears to offer a physically plausible explanation of N
even though it seems to be a second-order effect.

The corrected modulus formalism model~CMF!, like the
OMF, involves Kohlrausch frequency response indirectly
rived from the assumption of stretched-exponential temp
behavior.7,19–26 We denote the model that involves su
Kohlrausch response by K1, written as KWW1 in earl
work. It is used alone for the OMF, but early versions of t
CMF approach involve both K1 and a dielectric constant«x

or capacitance in parallel; it has thus been denoted
CK1,5,7,12,24a composite model, and leads to far better d
fitting than does the OMF because it takes explicit accoun
«D` by means of the separate free parameter«x . Then the
high-frequency limiting dielectric constant is given by«`

5«D`1«C1` , where «C1`[«C1(`) is the K1 nonzero
high-frequency-limiting response that arises entirely fro
conductive-system mobile charge effects.7,24,26 Incidentally,
the so-called Jonscher universal dynamic response exp
sion widely used ins8(v) for modeling ionic dispersion
effects~see, e.g., Refs. 2 and 25! need not be considered he
since its complex version has been shown to be much
appropriate for data fitting than the CK1 model.25,26

Because we will be dealing herein with both individu
response elements as well as with numerous composite m
els that involve such elements, Table I has been include
define, codify, and characterize them. In Table I, t
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complex-response complex phase element~CPE!,27 has been
denoted just by P, which represents the PCPE when the
is in parallel with other elements and usually by S, the SC
when the CPE response is in series with other response
ments. An exception is the PC, a CPE in series with an id
capacitor, which could be alternatively designated as SC.5 As
discussed in Sec. II B, the present EM response involve
parameterh that represents the relative concentration of m
bile charges. The value of this parameter is usually kno
for a given material and it should then be held fixed, b
since it can also be used as a free parameter the numb
free parameters shown in Table I includes this possibil
CNLS fitting comparisons between the K1 and most of
composite models involving it listed in Table I appear
Ref. 26.

For situations where NCL appears to be present in
range of measurement, it has been found preferable to
place the parallel ideal dielectric constant of the CK1 by
lossy, complex-power-law expression, thus yielding the P
model.5,7,12,16,26The PCPE part of this composite model m
be expressed at the complex dielectric level by

«PC[APC~ iv!2gPC, ~1!

where 0<gPC<1. Thus, whengPC50, «PC is an ordinary
dielectric constant, and whengPC51, «PC leads to a pure
conductance that would then contribute a term tos0 . When
«PC is employed to represent NCL behavior,5,7,12,16gPC!1
and thenAPC>«D` . Finally, the CPK1 model has been use
to fit data with the parallel C and P parts denoting«D` and
NCL effects, respectively, and, as usual, K1 represents
dispersive response associated only with ionic motion.7

B. Effective-medium model for nearly constant loss

Although the CP combination has been successfully e
ployed to represent putative dielectric effects indirectly as
ciated with ionic motion,5,7 it involves a simple sum of two

TABLE I. Summary of the model building blocks and composite mode
Composite models are generally designated by names like PEMSE, w
M is the model name, PE identifies a response element in parallel ele
cally with M, and SE indicates an element in series with M.

Block
No.

Response element or
model

Number of
parameters

Response
type

Model building blocks
1 C Capacitor 1 «D` or blocking
2 EM Effective medium 3 or 4 NCL
3 K1 KWW1 3 OMF
4 P PCPE 2 NCL
5 S SCPE 2 Electrode respons

Composite
models
6 CK1 4 CMF
7 CK1S 6 CMF
8 CP parallel 3 «D` , NCL
9 CPK1 6 CMF

10 EMC 4 or 5 NCL, blocking
11 EMK1 6 or 7 CMF
12 PC series 3 NCL, blocking
13 PK1 5 CMF
14 PK1S 7 CMF
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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dielectric effects and does not lead to a physically corr
response at limiting low and high frequencies. These def
are banished or ameliorated if the two effects are combi
using the physically plausible Maxwell–Garnett effectiv
medium approximation.28–30The EM approach ‘‘... is usefu
when one of the components can be considered as a ho
which the inclusions of the other component a
embedded.’’29 The host involves a homogeneous dielect
constant«0 and, in the simplest case, the inclusions are ta
as spheres of dielectric constant«1 arranged on a cubic
lattice.28 The resulting dielectric constant response,«EM ,
may then be expressed as

«EM /«0512
3h~«02«1!

~2«01«1!1h~«02«1!
, ~2!

whereh is the volume fraction of the inclusions. The com
posite model that involves EM and K1 responses in para
the EMK1, should be superior to the CPK1 model since
involves physically realizable limiting responses as well
additional generality. Both models may involve as many
six possibly free parameters whenh is taken as fixed. All the
OMF and CMF models of Table I have been instantiated
LEVM and allow very accurate CNLS fitting.

The above expression involves dipolar but no high
multipole interactions among the inclusions, an excellent
proximation whenh,0.4, as shown in Ref. 28. Its limiting
values are forh50, «EM5«EM8 5«0 , and for h51, «EM8
5«1 . For the present situation, we set«0 equal to the
frequency-independent dielectric constant of the bulk in
absence of mobile ions,«D` . Note that it is inappropriate to
define«0 as the full complex-dielectric response associa
entirely with ionic motion,«C1(v), as in the K1 model, or as
its limiting value«C1` .7,30

Next, we follow the work in Ref. 7 by representing th
dielectric effect of ions vibrating over a limited region, fo
example when localized in potential wells produced by s
rounding bulk atoms and ions, as of lossy dipolar charac
We then assume that the vibrating ions interact electric
with bulk dipoles and thus augment the bulk dielectric
sponse. As a first approximation, it is plausible and con
tent with previous work to approximate this dielectric effe
of the vibrating ions by setting«15«PC(v). We shall ap-
proximateh here byxc , the fractional concentration of mo
bile charge carriers, assumed to be fully dissociated.

Now with the choice of«15«PC and withhÞ1, it fol-
lows from Eq.~2! that

«EM8 /«0→~112h!/~12h! as v→0, ~3!

and

«EM8 /«0→2~12h!/~21h! as v→`. ~4!

These expressions lead to the plausible results«EM8 .«0 for
v50 and«EM8 ,«0 for v5`.
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III. DATA FITTING AND EFFECTIVE-MEDIUM
BEHAVIOR

A. Conductive-system response dominant

We begin with an analysis of single-cryst
0.88ZrO2"0.12Y2O3 data atT5503 K. Frequency-respons
data for this material at various temperatures have alre
been analyzed with the CK1S, PK1, PK1S, and CP
models.7,12,26The SCPE response element, represented h
by S, may be expressed bysSC[«VASC( iv)gSC. It has fre-
quently been used to represent blocking or partially block
electrode effects withgSC equal to or slightly smaller than
unity, respectively.5,7,12,23,31For the presentT5503 K data
set, no series element was needed, and using an EM
model leads to the excellent fit value of SF , the relative
standard deviation of the fit, of 0.005 25, slightly small
than that obtained earlier using the PK1 model.7 The CNLS
fit was carried out using LEVM with proportional weightin
at the complex conductivity level.

Although the fit was very good, the EM parameterh
could not be accurately estimated from the available d
Simulation results showed that appreciably more accu
data would be needed to estimate it adequately. Therefor
was fixed at the value ofxc50.12 of the present material. I
order to generate data that allow accurate subtraction
extrapolation, the well-determined EMK1-fit parameter es
mates were rounded off to the following values: K1:r0

51/s055.4213107 V cm, t05431026 s, and b151/3;
and EM: «05«D`523, APC532.3, andgPC50.024. These
values may then be used with LEVM to generate wid
frequency-range data consistent with the measured resul
their common range.

Figure 1 shows wide-range results, using the above
rameters, fors8(v), sS8(v), and the EM part ofs8(v). The
slopes of these curves are shown explicitly in Fig. 2. We
that the K1sS8(v) slope reaches its proper low-frequenc
limiting value of 2 and the EM slope is very close to uni

FIG. 1. Dissection of synthetic data derived from fitting experimentals~v!
data with the EMK1 composite model for the choiceh50.12. Real part
conductivity results are compared for the full EMK1 model, the conducti
system K1 part, and the dielectric-system effective-medium part. O
circles are for the K1 part and closed circles are for the EMK1. Here
elsewherevn51 r /s andsn51 S/cm.
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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~constant loss! over the entire range shown. It is evident fro
the results shown in both Figs. 1 and 2 that above 108 r /s the
total response line lies above that arising from the K1
sponse and its slope approaches that of the EM respo
Here, the high-frequency-limiting slope of the K1 response
12b152/3. Further, we see that the solidsS8(v) points also
closely approach the EM response at sufficiently low f
quencies. Thus, the present results indicate that NCL be
ior for a given temperature may become dominant insS8(v)
at both low and high frequencies but not necessarily betw
these regions where hopping may be dominant.

Although NCL dominance is often identified only fo
low-temperature data~Refs. 32 and 33, and Refs. 1–
therein!, many low-temperature8,11 or even above-
room-temperature15 data sets involve a crossover transiti
from K1-type conductive-system response to high
frequency response with a larger, nearly constant slope
unity or slightly less. Note that the CK1S model can fit low
temperature experimental data well and exhibits a hi
frequency slope appreciably greater than unity, and such
ting leads to a slope estimate of about 1.7 for the sa
material cited in Fig. 1 at 302 K.12 When the observed high
frequency slope is just below unity, however, it has be
shown that either the CK1S or the PK1 model can often
such data equally well, and they can only be differentiated
their different responses at sufficiently low frequencies.12 It
is therefore important to distinguish between the nearly
blocking electrode behavior described by the CK1S with
2gSC!1 and PK1 or EMK1 NCL response withgPC!1, a
task best carried out using CNLS fitting. Unfortunately,
such tests were applied for the data sets in Refs. 8, 11, an
that showed crossover.

Let us now consider EM behavior at the epsilon lev
calculated directly from the EM parameters and thus not
volving such a conductive-system dielectric parameter
«C1` . Since we have proposed that for the EM«1

5«PC(v), a quantity arising from interactions between bu
matrix quantities and vibrating ions, or even from forward
backward ionic hopping at lower frequencies, the pres

FIG. 2. Log–log slopes of the real part conductivity responses presente
Fig. 1.
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EM bulk dielectric response is driven in part by ion motio
and only becomes independent of conductive-system
sponse whenh50 and, as shown by Eqs.~3! and ~4!, then
«EM8 5«05«D` .

Figure 3 shows both«8(v) and«9(v) results, not only
for the EM but also for those obtained from CP and
~PCPE! fits of the EM data. Clearly, the three-parameter C
fit yields results much closer to the EM lines than does
two-parameter PCPE, and the real part of the CP fit~not
shown! is appreciably closer to the«8(v) EM line than is its
imaginary part. Some numerical results for the EM data a
fits are shown in Table II. It is clear that the EM parame
values are not entirely comparable to those obtained from
two fits. The EM«D` value in the absence of ionic effect
23, may be compared to the CP approximate estimate
(14.8319.16)523.99 and the PCPE estimate ofAPC

523.97. The Fig. 3 results show that«8 varies with fre-
quency sufficiently over the 12 frequency decades in Fig
so that none of these constant values is entirely represe
tive. Further, the other fit values ofgPC are much smaller
than the EM one even though the«8 frequency dependencie
are somewhat comparable. Because of the small size o
EM gPC parameter, very much lower frequencies would
required to show the final approach ofsS8(v) to the limiting
response following from Eq.~3!.

in
FIG. 3. Dielectric-level«8(v) and «9(v) EM parts of the synthetic data
The lines marked CP and PCPE are fits of the EM responses using
composite CP model and the PCPE model.

TABLE II. Dielectric constant results from fitting the complex EM da
derived from the full EMK1 fit of Fig. 1. Hereh50.12. The S8 and S9
quantities are the log-log slopes of the real and imaginary parts of the«~v!
response at the low~L! and high~H! frequency ends.

Model 100SF «x APC gPC

2100SL8
2100SH8

2100SL9
2100SH9

EM ¯ 23 32.3 0.024 0.3148
0.2735

0.4436
0.1144

CP 0.54 14.83 9.16 0.0081 0.3198
0.2777

0.8092
0.8093

PCPE 3.04 ¯ 23.97 0.002 981 0.2981 0.2981
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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Figure 4 compares the slopes of the EM and PCPE
sults in Fig. 3. The slopes of the real and imaginary PC
parts are the same, and are quite different from those of
EM. Clearly, the parameters of the PCPE that is a part of
EM model are appreciably different from those obtained
fitting the EM data with a single PCPE. Finally, it is evide
from Figs. 3 and 4 that the EM«9(v) response is of variable
NCL character but not of exact constant-loss character.

B. Nearly constant-loss response dominant

In 1998, Nowick et al. presented frequency respon
data for a Na2O"3SiO2 glass over the range from 2 to 43
K.2 Unfortunately, the original data are unavailable, but tho
at 122 K, presented in their Fig. 8, show«8(v) power-law
response that can be accurately fitted by a PCPE~or SCPE!
response function.5 The «9(v) power-law response follow
ing from this fit disagreed with the Ref. 2 experimental r
sults for this quantity, ones that were very close to be
independent of frequency over more than two decades:
sentially constant loss! An explanation for this discrepan
was proposed in Ref. 5 by considering the response of a
capacitance or dielectric constant in series with a PCPE
SCPE model. Such a composite model is the PC, a se
combination of the PCPE and a capacitance that might p
sibly model complete blocking behavior at the electrodes
the material. As shown in Ref. 5, the PC model can inde
lead to a very close approximation of constant loss over
appreciable range of frequency.

Nevertheless, the case against the presence of a
constant loss over a finite frequency region is made in R
5 and 34–36. These results thus raise the question of
well the EM response model might be able to reproduce
effects found in Ref. 2, either with or without addition
series capacitance present. To obtain synthetic data tha
plicate as closely as possible the Ref. 2T5122 K results, we
started with the PCPE power-law fit of the exact«8(v) data
of Refs. 2 and 5 and generated a full complex PCPE
sponse from it. Then PC fits of this data set were carried
with different values of series capacitance. The value of
specific capacitance that led to the closest approximatio

FIG. 4. Log–log slopes of the EM lines and the PCPE fits presented in
3. The real and imaginary slopes of the PCPE responses are identica
equal to20.0031.
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frequency-independent«9(v) response was found to be 1.5
pF/cm. The resulting PC-1.54 fit parameters were then u
to generate exact PC-1.54 data. These PC results satisf
Kronig–Kramers relations, which is not true for real-pa
power-law response with its imaginary part completely f
quency independent.

Table III shows in rows 1 and 3 the parameter valu
used for generating the exact PCPE and PC-1.54 data se
rows 4–7 PC and EM fitting results of the PC-1.54 data
presented for various values of series capacitance. It is
dent from the results of rows 4 and 5 that, for a value of 1
pF/cm, the EMC model yields a much better fit than does
PC model. Also, although the EMC-1.54 model leads to
even better fit, the fit in row 7 using the EM model alone
appreciably better. Its«D` estimate of 6.50 is smaller tha
the«` value of 9.45 listed in Ref. 2 for higher temperature
but since the EM parameters in row 7 lead to exceptiona
close fits of both the real and imaginary parts of the data,
might well conclude that the 6.50 value is the more app
priate. Incidentally, this value andh50.25 lead, using Eqs
~3! and ~4!, to the estimates«EM8 (0)513 and «EM8 (`)
513/3. Thus, even if an estimate of the latter quantity co
be obtained, it should not be identified as«`5«D` if the EM
model best represents the data.

Comparison of the EM row 2 and row 7 correspondi
values demonstrates the important result that the EM mo
can equally well fit data for which the«9(v) response either
is of power-law form or is very nearly independent of th
frequency. The former situation was investigated in S
III A, while we are primarily interested here in response
the latter form.2

Figure 5 shows«8(v) PCPE and PC data and fits, an
Fig. 6 presents the corresponding«9(v) results. Although
not shown in Fig. 5, the original PCPE«8(v) data cannot be
distinguished there from that of the PC-1.54 response
though they are not exactly the same. Further, Fig. 5 sh
that the real part of the complex«~v! EM fit of the PC-1.54
data, as well as that of an EMC-1.00 fit, also cannot
distinguished in the graph from the original data. This
clearly not the case for the PC-1.00 fit results.

Figure 6 compares the PCPE data and EM fit with tho
for the PC-1.54 data set and various fits of it. The PC-1
«9(v) nearly horizontal data line varies continuously ov
the range shown but is nevertheless constant to four sig

g.
nd

TABLE III. Synthetic «~v! data and fit parameters for Na2O"3SiO2 glass at
122 K ~after Ref. 2! using the PCPE, PC, and EM composite respon
models. Row 2 shows an EM fit of the exact data of row 1, while rows 4
are fits of the row 3 exact data. For the EM fits,h was held fixed at 0.25.
Quantities such as 1.54 designate the values of series specific capacita
pF/cm.

Row Model SF APC gPC «D`

1 PCPE ¯ 8.885 0.003 10 ¯

2 EM 4.8631025 14.31 0.011 57 7.497
3 PC-1.54 ¯ 18.15 0.006 17 ¯

4 PC-1.00 7.9131023 41.32 0.013 25 ¯

5 EMC-1.00 9.9031024 68.08 0.050 66 34.80
6 EMC-1.54 1.9331024 31.37 0.023 07 14.93
7 EM 4.5131025 21.54 0.012 39 6.500
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cant figures. We see, in agreement with the Table III res
that, although the EMS-1.54 fit is excellent, the EM one
appreciably superior. Again, the PC-1.00 fit is particula
poor.

The EM fit of the PC-1.54 complex«~v! data is superior
to the EMC-1.54 fit and leads to a more plausible estimate
«D` than does the latter. Further, there is difficulty in jus
fying the values of series capacitance used here in the
and EMC models. They cannot be identified with the co
ductive system«C1` quantity because«C1(v) is in parallel,
not in series, with the PCPE or EM dielectric response m
els. Although electrode effects are indeed in series, the u
double-layer capacitance associated with the blocking of
bile charge at the electrodes is generally three or more or
of magnitude larger than 1.54 pF/cm. With a series spec
capacitance for the EMC even two orders of magnitu
larger, negligible difference is found here between the E
model ~with series capacitance of infinite size yielding n
effect! and such an EMC model. Thus, even if electrod
blocking capacitances are significant for the present mate

FIG. 5. «8(v) results for the exact PC-1.54 data set and various fits to
The EM fit is that in row 7 of Table III.

FIG. 6. Comparison of«9(v) data and fits for the PCPE and PC-1.5
models.
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at 122 K, they seem unlikely to explain the small value
1.54 pF/cm. Therefore, an appreciable advantage of the
model over the EMC or PC ones is that it can lead ve
closely to constant-loss behavior without the need for
presence of any small series capacitance.

Figure 7 demonstrates how the EM«9(v) response var-
ies over a very wide frequency range for differenth values
when the parameters of Table III, row 7 remain consta
Evidently, the slopes of the«9(v) curves can be either pos
tive or negative, although they are not completely const
over the present frequency range. For example, for theh
50.001 curve, the«9(v) slope varies from about 3.5
31023 at the low-frequency end to about 1.531023 at the
high-frequency end of the range. The corresponding«8(v)
slope is of the order of 1025 because for such a small valu
of h the «8(v) response is very close to that of the consta
«D` parameter. Forh50.5, on the other hand, the«9(v)
slope is about2431023 at the high-frequency end. Al
though these results are interesting, one expects that mo
not all, of the EM parameters may depend onh,7 so in prac-
tice the EM may not actually lead to positive«9(v) slopes
and thus to ones for the real part of the conductivity th
slightly exceed unity.

IV. DISCUSSION OF VARIOUS RESPONSE MODELS

Recently Ngai and Leo´n stated, ‘‘One of the frontiers
of research in the field of dynamics of ions in ionic condu
tors is the origin of the ubiquitous near constant lo
~NCL! ...,’’ 37 thus underscoring the need to develop a re
istic model for this phenomenon. They also mention
that the presence of NCL in crystalline ionic conducto
‘‘ . . . rules out the possibility that the NCL of present inte
est originates from the glassy matrix in which the ions a
embedded.’’ This conclusion is, however, inapplicable to
dielectric NCL model discussed earlier and its present E
development, both of which quantitatively model NCL
both glassy or crystalline materials very well.7 These ap-
proaches identify NCL behavior as being induced in the b

t.FIG. 7. Dependence of«N9 (v)[«9(v)/h on h for a wide frequency range
All the other parameters of the EM fit in row 7, Table III, are held consta
for these calculations.
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dielectric matrix by the presence and motion of ions in
material, not as originating as an independent bulk effec

Noteworthy, however, is the ‘‘jellyfish’’ model of Lu and
Jain,1,13,38 one partly based on an asymmetric double-w
potential that involves transitions of ions from one well
the other. Most comparisons of this approach with exp
ment have, however, involved the empirical equation,

s8~v,T!5Avb exp~a8T!, ~5!

where 1.00<b<1.13 anda8 is taken temperature indepen
dent and very small. This is not a full response model, ho
ever, both because no corresponding expression fors9(v,T)
is provided and because it does not include any sepa
diffusive ion-hopping response and a transition from tha
power-law-frequency response. It thus applies only at su
ciently low temperatures that hopping effects a
negligible.13,38It is important to mention that in this tempera
ture region the asymmetric-double-well-potential model, u
like that of Eq.~5!, can explain the appearance of an int
esting peak inTs0(T) vs T observed for some glasses at lo
ionic concentrations.38

In Refs. 13 and 38 an interesting physical picture of
origin of such response is proposed, one that involves
collective motion of a jellyfish group of glass-network atom
and ions ~called ions in the Ref. 14 mention of this ap
proach!. Although this model is not strictly of usual NC
character sinceb is not expected to be less than unity,
could be readily identified as such if experimental analy
yielded a somewhat uncertain estimate ofb.

It is worth mentioning that exponential temperature
sponse like that in Eq.~5! was later employed for NCL tem
perature dependence by others11 and found to be superior to
an Arrhenius expression. Later work of the present aut
suggested, however, that the reverse conclusion was pr
able, at least for the data considered there.16 The principal
temperature dependence of the EM model is associated
that of theAPC parameter of Eq.~1!, dependence that appea
to be very small7 and may possibly be best represented
the exponential form above or by an Arrhenius response w
very small activation energy. Once a plausibleAPC(T) ex-
pression has been established by data fitting over a rang
temperatures, it may be used to both fit experimental dat
predict NCL temperature dependence providedgPC(T) is
temperature independent, as is theb of Eq. ~5!.

There is general agreement that NCL response is n
significant part of low-frequency hopping behavior, such
that often represented by ‘‘universal dynamic response’’2,25

or by the present K1 model, and Rivera and co-autho14

have recently stated, ‘‘At this time it is too early to identi
the true source of NCL.’’ Nevertheless, a proposal for
origin of NCL behavior has been described, a qualitat
approach that assumes that NCL is associated with ions
brating in potential-well cages that very slowly decay ov
time.4,8,11,14,15,37The original version of this approach in
volved the assumption that there is a thermally activa
crossover transition from NCL to diffusive response, w
NCL ceasing when conductive-system hopping behav
begins.4,8,11,14 In later work on other materials,15,37 the au-
thors defined a finite-length crossover region from hopp
Downloaded 17 Jan 2005 to 152.2.181.221. Redistribution subject to AIP
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to NCL response with somewhat qualitatively determin
boundaries, and no discussion was provided concerning
sible types of charge motion present in this intermediate
quency region, one of a decade or more in extent. Furt
their approach involved fitting the hopping part of the r
sponse by means of the OMF K1 model, one identified
Sec. II A as inappropriate.

The above qualitative model is characterized as se
and thus involves neither parallel nor series response, a
essary justification for its proposed physical explanation
crossover. In fact, the authors claimed in Refs. 8 and 11
a composite response model such as the ‘‘so-called a
mented Jonscher form,’’25

s8~v!5s0@11~v/v0!n#1Av, ~6!

fails to describe ac conductivity in the whole range of fr
quency and temperature. This real-part model is of para
form and involves anAv constant-loss term.

Detailed quantitative analysis of synthetic data show
however, that a parallel model can indeed describe well b
the real and imaginary parts of much experimental ac c
ductivity data, including the details of crossover.5,12,16 In a
parallel model, it is unnecessary to make the questiona
serial-response assumption that NCL and ionic-hopping
fects cannot exist simultaneously. Instead, the quantita
parallel approach, as in the PK1 or EMK1 models, indica
that NCL behavior rapidly becomes less and less signific
~compared to hopping effects described by the K1 model! at
frequencies appreciably below crossover, and K1 effects
dominated by the NCL response at frequencies appreci
above crossover. Finally, the cage-decay, serial NCL mo
is incomplete since no analytical expression is available
its complex conductivity that encompasses the transit
from hopping to serial behavior. In contrast, the EMK
model appears to be the only one so far that provides su
fully complex physically realizable expression that can
used for CNLS fitting of data that exhibit both hopping a
NCL or either one separately.

V. SUMMARY

A physically realizable NCL response model, based
effective-medium physics, was described and its respo
possibilities investigated. This model, designated the EM
able to fit a wide variety of NCL-type frequency respons
ranging from that of a complex power law, the PCPE mod
to that where the real part of the NCL dielectric constant
experimentally indistinguishable from power-law behav
but its imaginary part is very nearly frequency independe
constant loss behavior. It is suggested that EM response
volves electrical coupling between vibrating and even h
ping ions and dipoles of the bulk material. Other NCL r
sponse models considered herein are characterized
inappropriate or incomplete and do not allow CNLS fitting
complex frequency-response data that encompass the tr
tion from diffusive hopping behavior to NCL response,
does the composite EMK1 model proposed and investiga
here.
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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